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ABSTRACT

Kutadgu Bilig is one of the most important treasures of Turkish history, art, language, and literature as well as Turkish cultural history, whereas Divânú Lugâti’-Türk demonstrates the wealth of Turkish culture and civilization. Hundreds of studies have been done on these two works, yet they still pose many questions waiting to be answered. This article focuses on the word read as ila in Divânú Lugâti’-Türk and Kutadgu Bilig and recommends a new way of reading it.
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**Kutadgu Bilig** is the work in which Yûsuf Hâs Hâcib analyzes human life and constructs a life philosophy; it reflects traces of pre-Islamic Turkish thought alongside the Turkish adaptation to the Islamic civilization and is one of the most important treasures of Turkish history, art, language, and literature as well as Turkish cultural history. *Divânü Lugâti‘-Türk*, meanwhile, is a magnificent work in which Kâşgarlı Mahmud broke new ground in terms of Turkish lexicology by using a standard language to scrutinize in detail the linguistic properties and vocabularies of the other Turkish communities.

While hundreds of studies have been done on these two important works, the fact remains that they still pose many questions waiting to be answered. This study deliberates upon the word read as *ıla* in *Divânü Lugâti‘-Türk* and *ayla* in *Kutadgu Bilig* and suggests a new way of reading it.

**THE WAY THE WORD İLA IS READ IN DİVÂNÜ LUGÂTI‘-TÜRK**

The word in question is read by *Divânü Lugâti‘-Türk*‘s editors as follows: Atalay (1986: 840) read it as ‘*ıla*’ and ‘*ı:la*’, Ercilasun and Akkoyunlu (2015: 656) as ‘*ıla*’ and ‘*ı:la*’, Dankoff and Kelly (1985/III: 33) as ‘*ıla*’, Abbas (1981/I: 81) as ‘*ıla*’, Avezovoy (2005: 123) as ‘*ıla*’, Öskar (2006: 155) as ‘*ıla*’, and A. Egevbayev (1997/I: 121) as ‘*ıla*’ but also noting that it can be read as ‘*ıle*’ while proceeding to invariably read it as ‘*ıla*’ in his *Kutadgu Bilig* edition.1

The word read as *ıla*, *ıla*, *ıle*, and *ilâ* in the various editions of *Divânü Lugâti‘-Türk* appear as the name of a river there. Kâşgarlı Mahmud indicates this river to be ‘the river known as the Ceyhun of Turkish lands whose two sides are settled by the Yağmas, Toxsıs, and some of the Çigils’ (Kâş. 58).2 In addition to this bit of information, the name of this river occurs six more times throughout *Divânü Lugâti‘-Türk*.

In the section on Turkish Dialects, Kâşgarlı Mahmud mentions *ărâ* as follows:

‘The lightest language is that of the Oghuz. The most correct languages are those of the Yağmas and Toxsı, as well as of those who dwell in the Etil, Yamar, Ertüş, and *ărâ* valleys all the way to the Uyghur cities’ (Kâş. 25).

‘… One city on the frontier is named İki Ügüz. This city is located between the *ărâ* and Yawınç rivers’ (Kâş. 41).

‘Āk Terek is the name of a crossing on the *ărâ* river at Yağma’ (Kâş. 53).

‘[The Khan] goes hunting. He orders wild animals to be cornered at the *ărâ* valley -which has a great river–’ (Kâş. 174).

‘The people of the *ărâ* river, meaning the Yağmas, Toxsıs, and Çigils, call wine kızıl süçig, which means ‘red wine’” (Kâş. 205).

Kâşgarlı Mahmud exemplifies the word *kémi* as ship with the poem below, in which *ărâ* also occurs:

---

1 Seeing as the word in question is written as *ărâ* or *ărâ* everywhere, it is impossible to explain how B. Atalay read it as ‘*ıla*’.

2 A. Egevbayev (1986) read ‘*ıla attı kisi*’ in couplet 841, as ‘*ıla begi*’ in couplet 1779, as ‘*ıla ulı*’ in couplet 2319, as ‘*ıla ulı*’ in couplet 2696, and as ‘*ıla erkinı*’ in couplet 4752 while preferring to translate couplet 1629 using the word *bođun* in place of the word in question in the B copy.

3 ‘River’s name. Two Turkish clans descend on its two shores: Yağma and Toxsı. And part of Çigil. It is the Ceyhun of the Turkish realm’ (Kâş. 58).
‘kémi içre öldurup

We came aboard the ship and crossed the İle river. We headed towards Uyghurs and conquered the land of Mnı̇lak.

The river Kásqarlı Mahmud refers to is the river flowing through present-day Kazakhstan and the western parts of the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region in Central Asia, known as the İli or İle.

Before moving on to the question of whether the name of this river occurs in Kutadgu Bilig, I should state that no valid basis exists for the word written in Divanı Lugât’ı-Türk as ḳāš̄ or ḳāš̄ (which corresponds to İle in Kazakh and Yili he伊犁河 in Chinese today) to be read as Ila in Divanı Lugât’ı-Türk instead of İle. This misreading should be amended to İle.

THE WORD READ AS ILA IN KUTADGU BILIG

R. R. Arat, the editor of the first critical edition of the Kutadgu Bilig, pointed out that this work refers by name to certain people from diverse social classes and conveys their opinions on various subjects. He adds that these are no doubt famous people who are either contemporaries of the poet and well-known for their works or are those who make appearances in these kinds of works for similar reasons (e.g., relatively well-explained figures like ıla atlıgı, ıla begi, il kend begi, ulug kend begi, and yagma begi [1947: XXVII]). He read and interpreted the couplets in which these words occur as shown below. However, no subordinate phrase established in the form of ‘ıla begi’ should be noted here as not being present in Kutadgu Bilig (see couplet 1779).

Couplet 841: ‘negü tir eşitgil ıla atlıgı / tapugun bedümüş kisi kultuğu’ (Arat 1947: 101)
‘Hear what the mighty personage of Ila country, who prospered and gained fame by serving, have to say.’ (Arat 1959: 71)

Couplet 1629: ‘idi yakşı aymış ıla atlıgı / buḍunda bedüki kisi kultüğü’ (Arat 1947: 180)
‘The famous personage of Ila, who is [the] great[est] and [most] blessed of people, had spoken very aptly.’ (Arat 1959: 126)

‘Hear what the bey of Ila says; let its meaning form the basis of your words.’ (Arat 1959: 136)

Couplet 2319: ‘negü tir eşitgil ıla atlıgı / tuz etmek kınjût ay kisi kultüğü’ (Arat 1947: 246)
‘Hear what the famous personage of Ila says; o [the most] blessed of people, may you have plenty of salt and bread.’ (Arat 1959: 173)

Couplet 2696: ‘negü tir eşitgil ıla sir teñi / idi edgü yan bu bitig söz yangi’ (Arat 1947: 282)
‘Hear what the scribe of Ila says; the way of the written word is a perfect way.’ (Arat 1959: 199)

Couplet 4752: ‘negü tir eşitgil ıla erkini / tapuçta törüsin ayur kör ani’ (Arat 1947: 475)
‘Hear, what the elder of Ila says about the manner and customs of servitude.’ (Arat 1959: 343)

4 A. Egevbayev (1986) read ‘Ila attı kisi’ in couplet 841, as ‘Ila begi’ in couplet 1779, as ‘Ila ulı’ in couplet 2319, as ‘Ila ulı’ in couplet 2696, and as ‘Ila erkini’ in couplet 4752 while preferring to translate couplet 1629 using the word bodun in place of the word in question in the B copy.
The word Arat reads as 'Ila' has been interpreted as 'Ila country' in the index of the Kutadgu Bilig published posthumously by his students, even though it is the name of a river (Arat 1979: 182).

Radloff, who worked on Kutadgu Bilig long before Arat, had read the word that Arat read as 'ila' in six places, in several different ways:

Couplet 841: 'Negü ter eşitkil el(d)e atlıgı, / Tabuṅın pazumas kişi kutlıği'
'Höre, wie da spricht der beim Volke Berühmte, Der im Dienste nicht nachlässt, der Glückliche der Menschen.' (Radloff 1900: 79)
Couplet 1629: 'Edi yakşı aymış el(d)e atlıgı, / Pudun pedügi ol kişi kutlugı'
'Sehr gut hat gesprochen der Berühmte des Volkes, Der Hohe des Volkes ist der glücklichste der Menschen.' (Radloff 1900: 149)
Couplet 1779: 'Negü ter eşitkil ile pek sözi, / Sösnüng ma’ızı ol sözüŋge tözi'
'Höre, wie da spricht das Wort des verständigen Fürsten, Die Bedeutung des Wortes dient deinem Worte zur Grundlage.' (Radloff 1900: 162)
Couplet 2319: 'Negü ter eşitkil hile atlıgı, / Tus etmek keŋ körüdü kişi kutlugı'
'Höre, wie da spricht der durch Schlauch Berühmte, [schen:] Der viel Salz und Brot gesehen hat, der Glückliche der Men- ' (Radloff 1900: 206)
Couplet 2696: 'Negü ter eşitkil tileser (?) tegi: / “Edi etkü neŋ pu pidig sös teŋi!”'
'Höre, wie da spricht der Nachkomme, der..... Eine gute Sache ist das Maass der Schriftworte!’ (Radloff 1910: 236)
Couplet 4752: 'Negü ter eşitkil el-e erkini, / Tabukći törüzin ayur öz köni'
'Höre, wie da spricht der El Erkin,
"Der selbst die Regeln des Dienenden richtig darstellt."’ (Radloff 1910: 403)

Clauson offers couplet 4752 from Kutadgu Bilig as an example in the ‘irkin ’ entry and espouses Arat’s reading, as well, regarding the word in question: ‘negü tér eşitgil Ila irkini’ ‘hear what the irkin of Ila has to say’ (Clauson 1972: 225).

R. Dankoff (1983) reads the word which occurs in these couplets as ‘ila’: ‘the chief of the Ili...’ (p. 67), ‘the glorious chief of the Ili’ (p. 93), ‘the prince of Ili’ (p. 98), ‘the chief of Ili Valley’ (p. 116), ‘the Sir Tengi of the Ili’ (p. 128), ‘the Irkin of Ila’ (p. 195). However, apart from R. Dankoff’s interpretations on pages 67, 93, 116, 128, and 195, no expression is available in Kutadgu Bilig that would be interpreted in the form of ‘the prince of Ili’: (B: 137), (C: 87). As can be seen in my reading of couplet 1779 later on, this expression can only be interpreted as ayla beg sözi.

R. Dankoff (1983: 17) also quotes couplet 4752 and its continuation among the examples of Sufism from the text: ‘(attributed to the Irkin of Ila!): on serving a prince. Sufyan al-Thawri: “Do not keep company with the Sultan. If you are obedient, he will overburden you; and if you are disobedient, he will kill you.”

In other editions of Kutadgu Bilig, the word appears as ila or ila. Egevbayev (1986: 123, 200, 243, 273, 442) ‘ila’, Valiyev and Öskar (2006: 80, 131, 140, 172, 194, 318), and Tohliyev (1990: 169) read this as ‘ila’, while T. Kozubekov (1993) read this as ‘ila’ and also stated that ‘ile’ is another option.5

While Kozubekov (1993) noted that it may also be read as ‘Ille’, he invariably translated it as ‘ila’: He translated part of couplet 841 as ‘Ilalik bir kızısinin’ and explained in a footnote that ‘Ila was the name of a clan or a place of that time’. He also translated the following forms of ila: ‘Illamn bir begi’ in couplet 1779, ‘Ilalik bir adam’ in couplet 2319, ‘Ilalik adam’ in couplet 2696, and ‘Ilalik bir adam’ in couplet 4752. He preferred translating using the word bodun in couplet 1629, which appears in place of the word in question in the B copy.

5
Kutadgu Bilig has no compounds forming the names of a city, region, mountain, or river such as ... atlığı, ... beg, ... sir tenji, or ... irkini. Furthermore, the work contains the names of rulers, prophets, caliphs, countries, regions, cities, tribes, and clans but no one who is associated with the names of rivers, mountains, streams, lakes, or seas.

Kâşgarlı Mahmud stated that Yağmas and Tohsis and some Çigils inhabit both sides of this river; in fact, Yagma bégi is found in two couplets of Kutadgu Bilig (see couplets 1758 and 4947). Meanwhile, Çigil appears in two couplets as bililig Çigil (3491) and biligsiz Çigil (4448).

I argue that the word Arat read as ila and associated with a river’s name has nothing to do with the river. The word in question should be read as ayla and translated accordingly.

We encounter ayla for the first time in Divânu Lugâti’t-Türk. Kâşgarlı Mahmud stated that ‘ayla’ means ‘so’ in the Oghuz language, while the phrase ‘ayla kul’ means ‘do so’ (Kâş. 69), and ‘aylok aylok’ corresponds to ‘thus and so’ in the Oghuz language (Kâş. 69). Kâşgarlı Mahmud also included this proposition in the sentences ‘men ayla osdum’ (Kâş. 93) and ‘ol aşar ayla buyurdu’ (Kâş. 526). Clauson (1972: 272) called this a hapax legomenon, but Ercilasun confuted this argument with ‘eylä:k’ which means ‘the word that indicates side and direction, hither and thither in Turkmen’ (Ercilasun and Akkoyunlu 2015: 55).

This proposition, which is found today as elo in Azerbaijani Turkish, öyle in Turkish, olay in Kazakh, and alay in Kirghiz occurs six times throughout Kutadgu Bilig.

Couplet 841:
A 34: negü ter eşitgin ayla atlıgı / tapugın basumaz kişi kutlugı

B 70: negü tér eşitgil ayla atlıgı / tapugun bedümiş kişi kutlugı

Taking the features of the copies into account, this couplet can be constructed as follows:

négü tér eşitgil ayla atlıgı / tapugun bedümiş kişi kutlugı

The couplet preceding the one above, couplet 840 in which Ay Toldı asks Kün Togdı how he should serve him, is as follows: ‘No amount of suffering is of use, if the service is not as the bey desires.’ Couplets 842 to 845, on the other hand, relay what the blessed person has to say about the matter at hand.

In this case, 841st couplet should be translated as such: ‘Hear what the blessed person (who has kut) whose name and reputation have been exalted so by serving [his country, his khan]’

Couplet 1629:
A 64: edi yakşı aymış ayla atlıgı / bodun bedüki ol kişi kutlugı

6 1758: idi yakşı aymış bu yagma bégi (B 135); 4947: négü tér eşit yakşı yagma bégi (B 356).

7 3491: négü tér eşitgil bililig çigil (B 256); 4448: basıngan boflar biligsiz çigil (B 320).
B 127: *idi yakşı aymış boðun atlıgı / boðunda talusı kişi kutlugı*

Taking the features of the copies into account, this couplet can be constructed as follows:

*idi yakşı aymış ayla atlıgı / boðunda bedüki kişi kutlugı*

This couplet is found at the point narrating Ögdülümiş’s entry into the service of Kün Togdı. Previous two couplets are related to Kün Togdı’s thoughts about Ögdülümiş: Couplet 1627 is ‘I should raise him so that he grows into a man, a man is always useful,’ and couplet 1628 is ‘I see that he will be of use and flourish, he has no flaws but his young age.’ (1628). Couplets 1630 to 1632, in turn, relay the words of the blessed (i.e., kutlu) person.

In this case, couplet 1629 should be translated as ‘The one who is named as [the] great[est] and [most] blessed (i.e., one who has the most kut) of people had spoken truly.’

Couplet 1779:

A 68: *negü ter yéşitgil ayna beg sözi / sözüŋ ma’nisi ol sözünke tözi*

B 137: *negü tér eşit bu ayla beg sözi / sözi ma’nisi ol biligsiz közi*

C 87: *negü tér eşitgil ayla beg sözi / sözüŋ ma’nisi ol sözünke tözi*

Taking the features of the copies into account, this couplet can be constructed as follows:

*negü tér eşitgil ayla beg sözi / sözüŋ ma’nisi ol sözünke tözi*

This couplet occurs at the point narrating Ögdülümiş’s entry into the ruler’s service. Couplet 1775 is ‘Such benefits come from knowledge; from the smart, knowledgeable, and good-natured man,’ couplet 1776 is ‘How can the smart person not be praised, how can the fool not be spoken ill of,’ couplet 1777 is ‘The smart one’s deeds are always measured, the knowledgeable one’s deeds are always apparent,’ and couplet 1778 is ‘Believe, how well kut suits the smart or the knowledgeable who behave well.’

Considering the previous couplets, couplet 1779 should be translated as:

‘Hear what such a bey says, let its meaning form the basis of your words.’

Couplet 2319:

A 86: *negü ter eşitgil ayla athği / tuz etmek kengürt ay kişi kutlugı*
B 175: négü tér eşitgil ayla atlıği / tuz etmek kéŋüt ay kişi kutlugu

C 124: négü tér eşitgil ayla atlıği / tuz ötmek kéŋüt ay kişi kutlugu

Taking the features of the copies into account, couplet 2319 can be constructed as follows:

This couplet occurs at the point where Ögdülmiş tells the ruler how a commander should be. Because couplet 2318 reads, ‘Food, drink, salt-and-bread spread one’s name, the remedy of this life is food and drink,’ couplet 2319 should be translated as:

‘O the [most] blessed (one who has the most kuts) of people, hear what one who acquires fame so says, ensure that salt-and-bread are plenty.’

Couplet 2696:

A 97: negü ter eşitgil tile ser tegi / Edi edgü neŋ bu bitig söz teŋi

B 200: négü tér eşitgil ayla sr teŋi / iḍi edgü yaŋ bu bitig söz yaŋı

C 150: -

Taking the features of the copies into account, couplet 2696 should be constructed as follows:

This couplet occurs at the point where Ögdülmiş tells the ruler how a scribe should be. Couplet 2693 reads, ‘The scribe should be knowledgeable and smart, and possess beautiful calligraphy and outstanding rhetoric,’ couplet 2694 is ‘If a letter’s calligraphy is beautiful, the heart is enlivened; one wants to read when one sees it, the heart is consoled,’ and couplet 2695 goes, ‘If the beauty of the calligraphy gets combined with rhetoric, the written word assumes perfect expression.’ In this case, couplet 2696 should be translated as follows:

‘Hear what such a scribe says, [as his] way of writing down is a perfect way.’

Couplet 4752:

A 134: negü ter eşitgil ayla erkini / tapugçi türüşin ayur öz köni

B 342: négü tér eşitgil ayla irkini / tapugçi türüşin ayur kör am
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Considering the copies, the couplet should be constructed as follows:

\[ \text{négü tér eşitgil ayla irkini}^8 / \text{tapuğa törüsün ayur kör anı} \]

This couplet occurs at the point where Odgurmuş tells Ögdülmiş that he has turned away from the world and contented himself with what is at hand. Considering how couplet 4749 reads as ‘For this, one should sometimes go hungry, sometimes satiated; the servant should bear his burden if the bey gets comfortable,’ couplet 4750 is ‘If his service is not appreciated, a whole life has unfortunately been wasted,’ couplet 4751 goes ‘Tell, what the servant gains, what pleasure is there in this service of his,’ and thus couplet 4752 should be translated as:

‘Hear what one who is so great says about the customs of service.’

THE COUPLETS’ METER

Yûsuf Hâs Hâcib used the mütekarib meter, which uses the pattern of \( \text{feûlün feûlün feûlün feûl} \), successfully in his work. Furthermore, he managed this feat with Turkish words, unlike later poets who exceedingly integrated Arabic and Persian into their poems. Hâcib also brought together the Turkish syllabic meter with the aruz meter. Kutadgu Bilig’s meter conforms to the syllabic meter’s pattern of 11 syllables at 6+5 intervals alongside the 7+4 and 5+6 intervals. Therefore, hundreds of couplets in the work appear to have been delivered in the syllabic meter using the 6+5 interval. As this cannot be claimed to be a coincidence, one should bear in mind that, while Hâcib wrote his work using the aruz meter, he also took the intervals of the syllabic meter into account, making the effect and harmony of the syllabic meter distinctly apparent in parallel with the rhythm of the aruz meter (Dilçin 2009: 131).

Then the question becomes whether or not the reading of ayla in the couplets that have been deliberated upon above breaks the meter; \( y \) is a half-vowel and likely used by Hâcib as an element of harmony. Indeed, the exclamation, ay must have been used for the same purpose in Kutadgu Bilig. A. Ateş (1949: 162) argued that, because no lines are found in Kutadgu Bilig that start with a closed syllable apart from the lines that start with the exclamation ay or the closed syllables that precede a word starting with a vowel, the exclamation Hâcib used hundreds of times where an open syllable should be found according to the meter needs to be read as i. Prevailing interpretation, too, is thus, in any case. Nonetheless, ruling out the \( y \) in this exclamation without considering the properties of the \( y \) sound in a poem written according to the aruz meter cannot be considered an acceptable approach.

The aruz meter first appeared as an element of harmony belonging to Arabic poetry. Following its long-term use, it was systematized based on the linguistic structure of Arabic and became bound by a certain set of principles. Meanwhile, the Persian form of the aruz meter was created when the rules of aruz were revised based on the linguistic structure of Persian during its appli-

---

8 The word which R. R. Arat (1979: 157) reads as ‘erkini’ is placed under the entry for ‘erk’ in the index. A separate entry for ‘irkini’ should be created.
cation to Persian poetry (Düzenli and Bulak 2018: 167). Ordinarily, poets would have followed a variety of methods in adapting the aruz meter to Turkish poetry and would have made certain decisions concerning spelling and pronunciation to overcome the difficulties faced while applying the aruz meter they had taken from Persian literature to their own poetry. However, because no theories could be formed in applying aruz besetting the linguistic structure of Turkish, these remained as individual attempts by each poet.

As such, the alleged meter defects in Hâcib's work should be reevaluated from this perspective. His work proved Hâcib's artistry and mastery of the meter. What we consider as meter defects today were probably not considered as such at that time. When claiming he was inexperienced in applying aruz to Turkish poetry, one should not ignore that Hâcib produced a magnificent work, ensured the formation of classical Turkish poetry through his work's incorporation of diverse literary genres, and significantly contributed to the cultural development of Central Asian Turks.
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